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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 

 

Illinois Commerce Commission    ) 

 On its Own Motion     ) 

       ) Docket No. 01-0705 

Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a NICOR ) 

Gas Company      ) 

       )  

Reconciliation of Revenues collected under    ) 

Gas Adjustment Charges with Actual Costs  )   

Prudently incurred     )  

 

Illinois Commerce Commission    ) 

 On its Own Motion     ) 

       ) Docket No. 02-0067 

Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a NICOR ) 

Gas Company      ) 

       )  

Proceeding to review Rider 4, Gas Cost, pursuant ) 

To Section 9-244 (c) of the Public Utilities Act )   

 

Illinois Commerce Commission    ) 

 On its Own Motion     ) 

       ) Docket No. 02-0725 

Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a NICOR ) 

Gas Company      ) 

       )  

Reconciliation of Revenues collected under    ) 

Gas Adjustment Charges with Actual Costs  )   

Prudently incurred     ) 

 

THE RETAIL ENERGY SUPPLY ASSOCIATION 

AND INTERSTATE GAS SUPPLY OF ILLINOIS, INC.  

REPLY TO BRIEFS ON EXCEPTIONS 

 

 

Pursuant to 83 Ill. Admin. Code Section 280.830 and the schedule established by the 

Administrative Law Judges in this proceeding, the Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”) and 

Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc. (“IGS”) hereby submit their Brief on Exceptions in this 

proceeding.  RESA is a non-profit trade association of independent corporations that are involved in 
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the competitive supply of electricity and natural gas.
1
  IGS is an Illinois corporation certified under 

Section 19-110 of the Public Utilities Act to operate as an Alternative Retail Gas Supplier in Illinois, 

including in the service territory of Nicor Gas. 

On November 28, 2012, Briefs on Exceptions were filed in this proceeding by a number of 

parties.  In addition to RESA and IGS, Briefs on Exceptions were filed by Nicor Gas, the 

Commission Staff, the Citizens Utility Board, and the Attorney General of Illinois.  In their Brief on 

Exceptions, RESA and IGS addressed one issue--if the Commission does order a refund, the 

mechanism by which such refund would be made to the customers of Nicor Gas. RESA and IGS 

argue that the Administrative Law Judges’ Proposed Order (“ALJPO”) erred by accepting the refund 

mechanism proposed by the Commission Staff witness, based on the following flawed analysis: 

The Commission adopts Staff’s proposed refund methodology.  Although it does not 

make every customer whole that took service under the PA from 1999-2002, it is the most 

reasonable solution presented.  Indeed, the refund allocation proposed by RESA is not any 

more equitable than Staff’s and, importantly, it lacks evidentiary support.  Because of the lack 

of evidentiary support, it is not clear how RESA’s proposal would be implemented and, thus, 

cannot be adopted.  The Commission also notes favorably that Staff’s proposed methodology 

is consistent with Part 525, which is applicable to PGA reconciliation cases.  (ALJPO, p. 31) 

   

RESA’s and IGS’ Brief of Exceptions demonstrated that the analysis of the ALJPO 

recommending the adoption of Staff’s proposed refund mechanism is flawed in that the Staff’s 

proposed method is not equitable, while the method proposed by RESA and IGS is reasonable, 

equitable and supported by the record.  RESA and IGS recommended that the Commission reject the 

conclusion of the ALJPO and order that the refund be made to all customers of Nicor Gas, including 

                                                 
1
 RESA’s members include:  Champion Energy Services, LLC; ConEdison Solutions; Constellation NewEnergy, Inc.; 

Direct Energy Services, LLC; Energetix, Inc.; Energy Plus Holdings, LLC; Exelon Energy Company; GDF SUEZ Energy 

Resources NA, Inc.; Green Mountain Energy Company; Hess Corporation; Integrys Energy Services, Inc.; Just Energy; 

Liberty Power; MC Squared Energy Services, LLC; Mint Energy, LLC; MXenergy; NextEra Energy Services; Noble 

Americas Energy Solutions LLC; PPL EnergyPlus, LLC; Reliant Energy Northeast LLC; Transcanada Power Marketing 

Ltd. and TriEagle Energy, L.P..  The comments expressed in this filing represent the position of RESA as an organization 

but may not represent the views of any particular member of RESA. 
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transportation customers, in the following manner, which is both equitable and supported by the 

evidentiary record. RESA and IGS propose that the Commission’s final order in this proceeding 

direct that any refund ordered be allocated in the manner utilized by the Commission in its Order in 

Docket 01-0706 (Order dated March 28, 2006), for North Shore Gas Company.  Specifically, the 

refund should be allocated in the following manner.  The $72.1 million refund recommended in the 

ALJPO (or the dollar amount of any refund ordered in this proceeding) should be allocated to all 

Rates based on each Rate’s share of the total PGA gas consumed by all Rates during calendar years 

1999-2002.  Each Rate’s allocation should be divided by the total number of customer accounts (both 

sales and transportation) receiving service under that Rate on the date the Commission’s Order is 

entered.  Refunds to all Rates shall be provided to both sales and transportation customer accounts.
2
  

 Other than RESA and IGS, only Nicor Gas addressed the subject of the refund mechanism in 

its Brief on Exceptions.  However, while Nicor Gas supported the refund mechanism proposed by the 

Commission Staff it did not do so on the basis that the Staff’s proposed methodology is reasonable or 

equitable. Rather, Nicor Gas claims that the Staff’s refund methodology is the only one supported by 

the evidentiary record and that the RESA/IGS proposed method cannot be adopt because of the lack 

of evidentiary support and lack of clarity as to how the proposal would be implemented.  Nicor Gas 

argues that it did not have the opportunity to test whether that proposal is reasonable or determine 

whether it would impose any unreasonable costs or administrative burden on Nicor Gas.  (Nicor Gas 

BOE, p. 20) 

 RESA’s and IGS’ Brief on Exceptions demonstrates that the evidence shows that the Staff’s 

proposed method is unfair and inequitable in that it would exclude from refunds up to 185,000 of 

Nicor Gas’ customers.  (RESA/IGS BOE, pp. 5-8)  That evidence comes in two forms.  The first is 

                                                 
2
 In Ill. C. C. No. 01-0706, for North Shore Gas Company, the Commission made an exception by providing certain large-

volume customers with a refund based on their individual usage.  RESA and IGS are not proposing such an exception, 

which would make the refund more complicated, in this proceeding. 
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the Agreed Stipulation of Facts between Nicor Gas and RESA/IGS, which was admitted into the 

record of this proceeding as RESA/IGS Exhibit 1.0.  The second is the record of the cross-

examination of the Staff witness who proposed the refund mechanism. 

 While Nicor Gas is correct that RESA and IGS did not sponsor a witness to specify the refund 

mechanism, a review of that mechanism shows that it is hardly complex and it is completely clear 

how it would be implemented.   

First, as already stated, RESA and IGS propose that the Commission’s final order in this 

proceeding direct that any refund ordered be allocated in the manner utilized by the Commission in 

its Order in Docket 01-0706, for North Shore Gas Company.  Thus, a similar method was 

successfully implemented by a gas utility much smaller than Nicor Gas. 

Second, the refund would be allocated to all Rates based on each Rate’s share of the total 

PGA gas consumed by all Rates during calendar years 1999-2002.  For example, if the PGA gas 

consumed by all of Nicor Gas’ rates during that period was 100 Bcf and if Rate 1 consumed 50 Bcf , 

Rate 1 customers would get 50% of the refund (50 divided by 100 equals .50).  Assuming a $64 

million refund, Rate 1 customers would be allocated $32 million ($64 million times 50% equals $32 

million). 

Third, each Rate’s allocation would be divided by the total number of customer accounts 

(both sales and transportation) receiving service under that Rate on the date the Commission’s Order 

is entered, with refunds provided to both sales and transportation customer accounts.   Continuing the 

above example, if Nicor Gas had 2 million Rate 1 customers on the date of the Commission’s order, 

each Rate 1 customer would get $16 ($32 million divided by 2 million equals $16). 

Nicor Gas’ protestations to the contrary, the RESA/IGS proposed refund method is hardly 

rocket science.  While it does not appear to RESA and IGS, that Nicor Gas would have difficulty 
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calculating a refund under its proposed method, any doubt could be removed by the  Administrative 

Law Judges making a post-record data request to Nicor Gas to perform a calculation using the 

RESA/IGS method.   

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion,  the Commission should not accept the refund method proposed by the 

Commission Staff.  That method would be unjust and inequitable to transportation customers, many 

of whom were sales customers during the time periods covering by these consolidated proceedings.  

RESA and IGS recommend that any refund ordered in this proceeding be made to all of Nicor Gas’ 

customers, whether they are sales customers or transportation customers, in the manner utilized by 

the Commission in its Order in Docket 01-0706.  As demonstrated in this Reply, that refund method 

is not complex, but if there is any doubt, the Administrative Law Judges could issue a post record 

data request to Nicor Gas to perform the necessary calculations. 

Dated:  December 5, 2012 

     Respectfully submitted, 

 

     Retail Energy Supply Association 

     Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc. 

     By:  /s/Gerard T. Fox 

      Gerard T. Fox 
 

Law Offices of Gerard T. Fox 

Two Prudential Plaza 

180 N. Stetson Street 

Suite 3500 

Chicago, IL 60601 

(312) 268-5674 

gerardtfox@aol.com 
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NOTICE OF FILING 

 

 Please take note that on December 5, 2012, I caused to be filed via e-docket with the Chief 

Clerk of the Illinois Commerce Commission, the attached Reply to Briefs on Exceptions, of the 

Retail Energy Supply Association and Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc. in this proceeding. 

 

Dated:  December 5, 2012 

 

 

       /s/Gerard T. Fox 

       Gerard T. Fox 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

  

 I, Gerard T. Fox, certify that I caused to be served copies of the foregoing Reply to Briefs on 

Exceptions, of the Retail Energy Supply Association and Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc. upon 

the parties on the service list maintained on the Illinois Commerce Commission’s eDocket system for 

the instant docket via electronic delivery on December 5, 2012. 

 

 

       /s/ Gerard T. Fox 

       Gerard T. Fox 

 

                               

 

 


